
Created by an award-winning international designer, Frederik van Heereveld. Fun and functional Feek Fun-
damentals create a visually exciting and high-performing environment for just about any setting: corporate, 
geriatric, retail, public spaces and more.

Proven | Feek products have been used in Europe for a decade, and are backed by Trendway’s 45 years of 
furniture expertise.

Water-Based Top Coat | The first of its kind, our unique water-based top coat was  developed just for Feek 
NA. It reduces VOC emissions from the top coating process by 60%. Our new water-based top coat was 
co-developed just for Feek NA with Sherwin-Williams. 

Seamless, Bonded Surface | No place for germs and soil to hide. The specialized 3-layer coating process 
creates a durable surface that’s permanently bonded with the foam structure.

Moisture Resistant | Food and liquids can’t penetrate the coating. Spills can be quickly towel dried.

Hygienic | Feek cleans easily with general purpose cleaners, hospital disinfectants or a 1:10 bleach solution. 

Supportive | Stable, secure seating offering users comfortable support without a sinking feeling.

Fire Tested | Passes California Technical Bulletin 116 and 117 - 2013 Fire Testing (CAL 117-2013).

Durable | Stands up to the demands of schools, hospitals and public spaces. You can trust that the color and 
texture will perform well. 

Certified Foam | Only CertiPUR®-US certified foam is purchased to create Feek products.

Simple | No interior metal or wood framing. Feek furniture is constructed of CertiPUR-US® certified flexible 
polyurethane foam, carved via computerized 3D cutting technology and sprayed with a strong, resilient and 
comfortable 3-layer structural coating.

Prevents Injury | No hard or sharp edges, no rigid framework to fall against… lightweight and stable.

Feet for Breathable Action | Bottom vents create breathable action, allowing foam to compress and re-ex-
pand to conform to the user for resilient and fully supportive seating.

American Made | Manufactured in Feek NA’s state-of-the-art manufacturing facility in Trendway’s Zero 
Waste to Landfill factory. Many Trendway product lines have been level‰ 1 certified by the NSF International. 

Standard Product Offering | Plus extensive custom capabilities.

11 Standard Colors | Plus extensive color matching capabilities (most RAL and Pantone colors).

Custom Capabilities | Create your vision – make a unique statement, solve a unique challenge, promote 
your brand image… our custom capabilities can easily and quickly bring your ideas to life. Starting with Cer-
tiPUR-US® certified foam we’ll create the shape, size, color and texture you need – our design support team 
makes it simple. The process can create amazing flexible shapes that traditional materials like fabrics and rigid 
plastics can’t match. Custom Feek has been created for international designers like Karim Rashid and compa-
nies including BMW, Nike, Red Bull, Puma, MGM. 

Fast Lead Time | Standard four-week lead time for Feek Fundamentals. Special or Custom Feek projects will 
be evaluated on  a case-by-case basis to identify best possible lead time.

Warranty | Three year limited warranty. 
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